Best in Show
All the standouts from a year's worth of international design events
DECEMBER 2014

Our selections from six of this year’s most important design shows, plus a preview of
upcoming kitchen and bath products.

WestEdge Design Fair
Next Edition: October 22–25, 2015
With nearly 8,500 attendees and more than 100 exhibitors this year in its second
edition, WestEdge is establishing itself as Southern California’s destination for
contemporary design. The four-day event was held in the historic 35,000square-foot Barker Hangar on the south side of Santa Monica Airport. The show
had plenty of local flavor, with grilling demonstrations and BOTART, an exhibition
of 14 artists’ work with wine barrels. Design talent from the West Coast was ably
represented—including the Seattle- based L&G Studio and lighting firm Cerno—
but WestEdge also brought many exhibitors to the region for the first time. Here
are some of the standouts from the fair. —Avinash Rajagopal

Cerno Silva Giant Lamp
Designed by Nick Sheridan, this 84-inch-high floor lamp is a plus-size version of Cerno’s
table lamps of the same name. The light source is an energy- efficient LED, and the
wooden components are available in oiled or dark stained walnut.

Sun Valley Bronze Pendant Pulley Light
This industrial-chic light consists of a hanging lamp counter-balanced
by a steel weight and smoothly connected via pulleys. The handcrafted pendant is available in raw or blackened finishes, with a
bronze version launching next year.

Gaggenau Vario 400 Series Refrigeration
Bringing professional-strength technology into the home, this
modular system includes a refrigerator (shown here), bottommount freezer, and wine-storage unit. The appliances are lit by
LED pillars and feature precise temperature control.

L&G Studio Aura Lamp
This minimal design comes from the Seattle-based studio founded by Dylan Davis
and Jean Lee. It reduces the lamp to its essential components and represents the
illumination from the bulb with a brass halo.

DXV by American Standard AT200 Smart Toilet
This smart toilet combines elegant design with sophisticated technology, offering a
host of features—like hands-free lifting of the seat lid, sensor-enabled cleaning
functions, adjustable heating, and automatic flushing.

Renson Camargue
A smart way to create a pleasant outdoor space, this terrace covering offers
protection from both sun and rain when the blades in the roof are closed.
Customization options include wind-tight screens and sliding glass doors. It is
available in the United States through D’Apostrophe.
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